
Lab 5 Homework: 

Design and implement a class called DateWriter that has three instance variables: 

a string for month, an integer for day, and an integer for year. The class should has 

a constructor to accept and initialize the values of the instance variables, and a 

getter and a setter method for each instance variable. Include the following 

methods: 

1) A method called monthInteger that has no parameters and returns an integer 

value represents the month. 

2) A method called monthString that has a parameter monthNumber of type 

integer and returns a string represents the month. 

3) A method called setDate that has three integer parameters: newMonth, 

newDay, and newYear. The method should set the three instance variables, 

even though the month instance variable is of type string, you have to 

convert the month integer value to a string with a call to method 

monthString. 

4) A method called makeItNewYear that has no parameters and sets the month 

instance variable to “January” and the day instance variable to 1. It doesn’t 

change the value of the year instance variable. 

5) A method called yellIfNewYear that has no parameters and outputs the 

string “Hurrah!” if the month instance variable has the value “January” and 

the day instance variable has the value 1. Otherwise, it outputs the string 

“Not new year’s day.” 

6) A method called getNextYear that has no parameters and returns an integer 

value represents the next year. 

7) A method called fractionDone that has a parameter targetDay of type 

integer (for a day of a month) and returns a value of type double. The value 

returned is the value of the day instance variable divided by the integer 

parameter targetDay. (so it returns the fraction of the time passed so far this 

month where the goal is reaching the targetDay).  

Note: Do floating-point division not integer division, and Check the value 

of the targetDay if it’s not a valid day of a month, then print an error 

message to the standard output and return zero to the caller. 

8) A method called advanceYear that has one parameter of type integer. The 

method advanceYear increases the value of the year instance variable by 

the amount of this one parameter. 

Finally, create a driver (main or client) class called DateDemo, whose main 

method instantiates several (at least 3 DateWriter objects) and uses all methods 

you created. Prompt the user to enter the data. 


